Post-traumatic myositis ossificans

Post-traumatic myositis ossificans (PTMO) is characterised by abnormal heterotopic bone formation involving striated muscle. PTMO is usually associated with trauma and is most common in the second and third decades. An important teaching point is that in the early or subacute phase, clinical and imaging features can mimic a soft-tissue sarcoma. A combination of imaging modalities is required to evaluate the muscle lesion.

Case report

A 19-year-old man was referred for a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of his right elbow. He presented with a large, hard mass anteriorly situated in the right elbow with an associated flexion deformity. There was a history of trauma following a motor vehicle accident four months previously. Initial radiographs were normal. A second set of radiographs obtained four weeks later demonstrated a subtle soft-tissue mass with subtle mineralisation anterior to the right elbow (Figure 1). The MRI four months post injury demonstrated a large mass in the anterior cubital fossa that corresponded with the brachialis muscle. The mass had central signal intensity isointense to fat on the T1W (Figure 2) and T2W images. These features represent bone marrow surrounded by a low-signal-intensity rim of lamellar bone.

Discussion

Post-traumatic myositis ossificans (PTMO) is the most common form of myositis ossificans. PTMO frequently follows a history of trauma, with a predilection for anterior, proximal muscle groups in the thigh and arm. The histological evolution of PTMO parallels the radiographic or computed tomography (CT) evolution and MRI appearances. Imaging choices are usually limited to conventional radiography, ultrasound and CT. MRI is not commonly performed.

Conventional radiographs

A localised periosteal reaction secondary to a subperiosteal haematoma may be seen within 7–10 days. Over the next few weeks, subtle soft-tissue mineralisation that becomes coarser, maturing from the periphery, is noted. Within two months, a well-defined cortex is seen peripherally. There is eventual mature heterotopic bone formation (Figure 3). Calcifications typically lie parallel to the shaft of long bones or the long axis of a muscle (as in this case). This is an important distinguishing feature from non-benign bone lesions.

Ultrasound

In the first few weeks, PTMO has a non-specific appearance. A heterogeneous, hyperechoic area within the muscle is noted, often with associated fluid collections. Later, as the lesion matures, a hyperechoic peripheral rim reflecting calcification develops. An important imaging characteristic is the demonstration of normal muscle between bone and the mass, distinguishing it from a parosteal sarcoma.

Computed tomography

CT is the imaging modality of choice because it optimally demonstrates the cross-sectional zonal pattern. In the first few weeks, CT shows soft-tissue swelling without calcification. After several weeks, a centrifugal zonal maturation pattern develops with the centre remaining isodense to muscle and a developing rim calcification which continues to mature. CT is valuable in evaluating a periosteal reaction and lack of continuity with underlying cortex, helping to distinguish PTMO from parosteal sarcoma.
Isotope bone scans

Radionuclide bone scanning (Technetium 99m-diphosphonate) is sensitive but largely non-specific. Early PTMO lesions show increased uptake in all phases. As the lesion matures, there is a progressive decrease in tracer uptake.

Magnetic resonance imaging

An early PTMO lesion can mimic a soft-tissue tumour. Intense perilesional muscle oedema is a common feature not usually seen in sarcomas and is an important diagnostic finding. Acute/subacute lesions less than eight weeks old are isointense to muscle on T1W images and of mixed signal (mainly high) on T2W images with large areas of perilesional oedema and enhancement. These lesions can be inappropriately biopsied and excised.

Lesions greater than eight weeks old have two different patterns on MRI: (1) central signal intensity that is isointense with fat on both T1W and T2W images, representing bone marrow surrounded by a low-signal-intensity rim of lamellar bone; and (2) diffuse intermediate signal intensity on T1W images and slightly higher on T2W images, representing fibrosis.

Differential diagnosis

In the acute/subacute setting, a muscle abscess, soft-tissue sarcoma and focal myositis are considerations. In more mature lesions with more bone formation, parosteal osteosarcoma, osteochondroma, chronic avulsion injuries and tumoral calcinosis are considerations.

Treatment

PTMO is usually self-limiting and is treated conservatively. Further treatment options include active early mobilisation, physiotherapy and extracorporeal shockwave therapy. Surgery, as in this case, may be considered when lesions cause disfigurement, mechanical limitation and impingement on neurovascular structures.
**Conclusion**

Myositis ossificans represents heterotopic formation of non-neoplastic bone and cartilage in soft tissue. It is usually post-traumatic, but the trauma can be minor. Pain is a common feature in an evolving lesion. PTMO evolves over time, with different imaging characteristics correlating with the age of the pathology. MRI scans should always be interpreted in conjunction with conventional radiographs and CT scans.
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